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Students react to Bush's re-election
By Daneric Johnson
Panther Staff

Electoral College really needed? However, the question
that upset some the most was:
Why did Bush win so easily?
By Christina Johnson and
Matthew Jackson
"I was very surPanther Staff
prised that Bush won so
easily," said senior Wendell
~
~
Election results
Morris. "I mean with all of
[ have finally been counted for
the recent Bush bashing from
Waller County.
the movie Fahrenheit 911, I
The new Criminal
would\re thought the result
District Attorney for Waller
might have been different."
County is William E. "Bill"
Others were shocked
Parham, who defeated Prairie
tha tthe presidentwon theelecView City Council member
tion.Andre Sherman, a senior
Sylvia Cedillo by more than
chemical engineering major
2,000 votes.
said, "I thought the young
Cedillo, the DemoAfrican American vote
cratic
nominee and a civil
would surely sway the elec- Students at a riewlntJ party on Super Tuesday nJsht. rights attorney, is the director

Stunned,bewildered,
and outraged are some of
the words that describe the
emotions that many students
say they experienced last
Wednesday morning. This
was the same morning that
Dan Rather boomed in a
loud voice on CBS television
"George Bush will remain'
the President of the United
States." A number of questions raced through many
minds at the speed of light.
Where is the counby
going to be in the next four tion, instead we bdrely even

years? Are we safe from ter-

rorism? Did someone sabotage this election too? ls the

showed up on the screen ...

;.¾-----------

tions major. uld. •1 don•t

Candace Scott , agr e with the r ult
a freshman communica- and Rush cheated again\"

-rm

th

pis ed about

result , ver_ ups t . •

said Regina Kirklin, a ju-

Election hassles vex local voters
By Armanda Brown
Panther Staff

Thousands of students
flooded the Prairie View C,ammunity Center Tuesday, Nov.
2 to m3:ke their voices heard
on Election Day, butwhatwas
their experience and could
things have turned out better?
Melody Barnett, Prairie View's KPVU- FM radio
diva, felt the elections were
not well organized. When
voters arrived at the community center the line was

Parham becomes
Waller County
District Attorney

very long and the wait was at David Thompson had to re- place to cast votes but also
least 30 minutes to an hour. register a total of three times felt the place was too small.
Barnett said it was due to his information being
Burleson said, "It's
strange to her because af- "lost." He said, "There are good that everyone is getter waiting for as long as definitely some problems ting out to vote but said votshe did, there were several with finding registered voters ers should also make sure
empty voting booths inside in the system. When I went they know a candidate's hisand that did not make sense to vote, both in the primaries tory. A lot of voters simply
to her and other students and the general election I chose straight ticket voting
waiting in line to vote. She had to register again and use because of the presidensaid she also did not under- the provisional ballot. This tial candidates but that also
stand why students were makes students feel frus- determines who the offitold over and over again that trated and not want to deal cials of Prairie View will be."
their registration informa- with a situation like this."
Lucius Wilkerson,
Prairie View gradu- who also voted at the comtion was not there, resulting
in many having to reregister. ate Shawn Burleson felt the munity center, said," It has to
Prairie View senior community center was a good
See Hassles page 6

of the P.E.A.C.E. Proj

dom

ti violen

t, a
progam.

tew
ni .rsity. Sb bas been on l av
from her position since h r
nomination.
Parham became interim district attorney for
Waller County in September
after the 'former district attorney, Oliver Kitzman, resigned. Kitzman, who cited
family reasons for his August
27 decision to resign, had
been under fire since he made
comments earlier this year
stating that Prairie View A&M
University students would
not be able to vote in Waller
County because they were

al Prairi

See Parham page 6
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Steping out for the
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Iota Phi Theta challenges The Panther's
sports editors.
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Faculty members learn
Spanish during lunch
By Will Lacy
Panther Staff

However, Navarrete's concerns do stretch further than teaching Spanish.
She explained her plans to
make a CD teaching English
to those with other languages as their first, in which
the rights would contribute

leadership development,
higher education opportunities with special emphasis
•on grass roots community
groups offering educational
programs in English and
Spanish.
Navarrete encour-

Amparo Navarrete,
recruitment program coordinator of the College of
Arts & Sciences, is currently
providing a new program
for faculty and staff. She is
teaching them Spanish in a
class that meets evezy Tuesday and Thursday from noon
to 1 p.m.
iF'
The program is §
called Conversational Span- ~
ish sack lunch for PVAMU ~
C.Ommunity/Faculty & Staff. avarrete says that the goal ~
of the class is to bring the
community, faculty, and students together giving them
the opportunity to learn and
be sensime to the culture.
There a.re 20 tu.ton recruited
by Navarrete who will work
within the faculty schedule.
She also teaches from a CD
Faculty members learn to speak Spanish during
previously transcribed for
their lunch hour in the New Science Building.
the class making the language easier to understand
ages those interested to
while the lesson is being to the university. When inexperience
this cultural gift
taught Navarrete uses au- terviewed, Navarrete's key
to
the
community
as she
dio and text in her methods words were problem and
focuses
on
long
and
short
of teaching. She translates solution, development of
term goals, developing leadtext into English and the leaders, and circle of love.
ers, creation of new leaders,
class responds in Spanish
After receiving a
development of conscious
and to ensure each student's bachelor of arts degree,
citizens in several rural
productivity she challenges double majoring in business
and urban communities,
individually. Navarrete per- administration and Spanish
teaching English and Spanforms this job charging no medieval literature from
ish as second languages,
fee.
Kean University, Union,
creation of non-profit orIn class sessions, the New Jersey, and a master's
ganizations, development
support among teacher and degree .in counseling from
of
executive and advisory
students for one another ~ Prairie View A&M Univerboards
for community orremarkable. When asked sity, Navarrete has contribganizations, development
what's enjoyed most about uted with her education,
of task forces and coalithe class besides learning enthusiasm, interpersonal
tion building, information
Annette Bowdre replied, and bilingual skills in the
dissemination, strategic
"When looking at a peer who outreach and growing of
planning, coordination of
has learned many languages institutions that place a high
development programs,
it eµcourages and makes me value on their clients. In her
programs design, curricu- feel)ike I can learn one lan- 31 years of experience in the
lums and other materials
guage." Another said, "The · United States, Navarrete has
translationed to Spanish,
bonding of the faculty, in dealt with human relations
behavior modification traina learning environment, is and development However
ing, public relations, pu_blic
a rewarding experience op- in the past 21 years in Texas,
speaking, and UNTIY.
posed to being among each she has contributed in the
other at work."
(treas of community and
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Two ceremonies will
ease graduation stress
of Nursing will be held SatPanther Staff
urday, Dec. 11, at 10 a.m. in
the William "Billy" Nicks, Sr.
Health & Physical Education
Building. Candidates are adGraduation commencement exercises at vised to report at 9 a.m. for
Prairie View A&M University the 10 a.m. commencement
. have had a series of changes. convocation.
Commencement exFrom the early 70s to the late
ercises
for
the College ofArts
Bos it was just one service for
and
Sciences,
the College
the undergraduates, graduof
Business,
the
College of
ates, and the military. Then,
Education and the College
in the 90s it changed to three
separate commencement of Engineering will be held
services. A morning service Saturday,-Dec. 11, at 3 p.m..
for the commission of the in the William "Billy" Nicks
Building. Candidates are adarmy, navy and .mtiftary,
vised
to report at 2 p.m. for
an afternoon service 'for the
the
3
p.m. commencement
graduate students and an
convocation.
evening service for the unThis years guest
dergraduates.
This year gradua- speaker will be Dr. Evelyn
E. Thornton. Thornton is a
tion commencement exercises are no longer three professor of mathematics at
Prairie View A&M Universiseparate services. Instead
it's sectioned off by schools ty. She served as head of the
Department of Mathematics
in morning and afternoon
for 13 years. She is coordinaservices.
tor of graduate programs in
Previous commencethe C.Ollege of Arts and Sciment guest speakers are
former President George ences, and director of the
Undergraduate Research
H.W. Bush and Dr. Alvin I.
InstiThomaswh
tute for
was Prairi
talented
View A&
students
University'
third presi
in mathematics.
dent fro
Thorn19 6 6 t
ton is a
1982.
graduate
of Texas
This year's
rehearsal ~
• Southern Unifor com- J
versity
mence- j
ment ex- ~
and the
ercises ~
Univerwill be
sity of
held on FriHo usday, Dec. 10,
t o n .
at 8:30 a.m.
Dr. Evelyn Thornton . Some of
in the William
herhonorsand
"Billy" Nicks, Sr.
achievements
Health&Physical Education -include Outstanding EduBuilding.
cator of America in 1972,
Commencement Who's Who Among Women
exercises for the Graduate
in Science in 1980, Prairie
School, College of Agricul- View Distinguished Honorture and Human Sciences,
ary Alumna in 1988 and the
School of Architecture, C.01first Eta Falconer Excellence
lege of Juvenile Justice and
in Mathematics Teaching
Psychology and the College Award.
By Kristina Rogers
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PV, TAMU meet for a poetic journey
•

I

By Latasha Johnson
Panther Staff

Last
Tuesday,
students, faculty, and staff
were invited to enjoy a
poetzy reading presented at
the Coleman Library by the
creative writing program of
theDepartmentofLanguages

is the first time that the two
universities have exchanged
ks with
.
wor
one another.
Many students showed up for
the event as well as members
of the faculty from both PV
and A&M. Although most
in attendance were forced to
sit on the floor due to a iack
of seats to accommodate

.-11111111---------

Audience members listen to poet Taniece Eure during a joint poetry reading with Texas A&M.
and Communications.
Students
and
faculty from both Prairie
View and neighboring Texas
A&M shared the stage in
presenting their works. This

everyone, no one really
seemed to mind.
"While poets read
exclusively this week, next
spring, on the campus of
Texas A&M, we will include
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Editor in Chief: Christina Johnson
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Purple and Gold Polls: Andrea Starr MemoPhotographers: Dawnielle Colquitt
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Center •
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PO Box 2876
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Jerrell Hudson
TX 77446
/ Business Manager: Kayla Barnett
Flag: Aaron Griffin
e Panther is a publication supported through advertising
nd student activity fees. Views expressed within the pub. tion are not necessarily those shared by Prairie View
University or the Texas A&M University Board of Re-

ents. All articles, photographs, and graphics are property
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fiction and dramatic writers
as well. More than 120
students turned out for the
reading, which included both
students and faculty," said
Dr. Robert Kirschten who
organized the program.'
Poets from Praire
View were Deedee Burke,
Candice Grizzell, Gregory
Owens, Niesha Wiliams,
Antonio Jocson, and Robert
Kirschten. Those from Texas
A&M were Glenn Phillips,
Anna Hall, Paul Christensen,
Janet McCann, and Chuck
Taylor were in attendance.
Kirschten
stated, "The reading was
so successful that we are
planning two every semester,
one on each campus. The
purpose of this program is
to promote creative writing
at both schools, and to give
students and faculty a forum
for artistic expression." Look
forward to more poetry
readings and remember to
support your I \\ow students

and com out and enjoy a
night of excellent creative
expression.
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2005 Honda Campus All Star
Challenge seeks participants
Press Release

Prairie View A&M
University has been invited
to participate in the 2005
Honda Campus All-Star
Challenge
i n
0 r lan-

sciences and the arts to current events, general knowledge, sports and popular
culture. African American
history and culture are also
featured.

Honda

d o ,

Florid a.
The

All-

CampµsAIIChallenge

Star
Challenge is the first ever
academic quiz competition
for students at Historically
Black Colleges and Universities.
Begun in 198<), over
50, ooo students have competed in the Honda Campus All-Star Challeng . Th
questions cover everything
from tr ditiona\ acad mi

Prair i e
view
A&M

among 89 HBCUs eligible
year's 16th annual Honda
Campus All-Star Challenge.
Sponsored by American
Honda Motor Company,
Inc., Honda Campus AllStar Challenge is sanctioned
by th
ationa\ J\ssocia.\ion
tor

u·

·

·

)

areas, including i nc • literature, history, geograph ,
religion, philosophy, social

I

PV SIFE students teach money
managetnent before the holidays
Press Release

Shoppers willpe putting down the plastic to pay
for purchases this holiday
season adding to America's
increasing credit card bills.
The typical U.S. household
at the end pf 2003 owed an
average of nearly $6,000 in
credit card balances.
Throughout November, the Prairie View SIFE
team will join more than Boo
other SIFE Teams across the
nation to spread the message
of fiscal fitness and money management to battle
America's credit problems
and increase financial independence in their individual
communities during the SIPE
National Fmancial Independence Competition.
Someofthe PVSIFE's
entries in the competition

include Personal Financial
Investment, Enhancing Your
Investment through the P-4
Investment Club, Making
Money in the Music Business
Seminar and Talent Showcase on Nov. 15 at 7 p.m. in
the MSC Auditorium at the
University. Industry representatives will be on hand to
provide information to the
students. Terran Boyd and
&bley Jones are coordinators
for the month's events.
Founded in 1975 and
activeon morethan 1,500 collegeand university campuses
in 37 countries, SIFE is a nonprofit organization that works
in partnership with b~iness
and higher education to provide college students the opportunity to make a difference
and to develop leadership,
teamwork and communication skills through learning,
practicing and teaching the
principles of free enterprise.

The PVAMU SIFE
Team was chartered at the
university in 1986 and has
made a significant impact on
the campus through its many
progressive programs.
During the
pastyeartheSIFEteamsponsored several programs to
address the business and
professional needs of the studentstoinclude"HowtoStart
and Ftanance a Business" and
created the P4 Investment
Club, the first for the university. The SIPE team recently
agreed to co-sponsorship
with the College of Business
and the Career Services and
Outreach Deparbnent.
Jeffery Patterson, a
senior management major,
is president of the SIFE team.
For more information, contact Frederick Roberts, the
Sam Walton Fellow at 936-

857-2055
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If you can't take the heat... you know what to do
The Panther expresses its views on complaints about 20 questions
activities. Students submit or create negative publicity.
the questions each week. So, Haven't you read the disPanther Staff
ifyou have a com plaint about claimer at the bottom of the
the questions, tough! We page? It's for entertainment
If Prairie View can't can't please everyone- just only!
Out of the 7, ooo or
do anything else, we as stu- deal with it. The one submitdents, know how to com- ting the question could be more students attending the
your best friend or your frat university, less than 10 could
plain.
brother.
accurately name the peoLast week, a
plethora ofstudents comple discussed. Quit being
plained and one person
so self-absorbed that you
"20 questions is a
went to the extent of rethrow a tantrum every
coward's way out. time you think a question
turning a stack of papers
whatever . people is about you. Find other
to the newspaper office
because 20 questions
can't say 1n your things to do with your
were not published.
face they put in that time than demanding
True, 20 quessmal box on page to know who submitted
tions are unquestionthe questions. At the end
14 every week."
ably hilarious until one is
of the day, most people
put in about you or your
are discussing financial
organization. You can
aid, tests, and classes,
laugh when the shoe is on
not who the unknown 20
the other foot, but as soon as
In a nutshell, 20 are.
somebody ste\)S on your "pre- questions is a coward's way
Remember, if you
cious" toes (.ey,os), you act a out. Whatever people can't make the list, you are only
fool. You'd think 1ne Panther say to your face, they put in famous for a week. Then
staff had broken one of the that small box on page 14 everyone is on to next week's
Ten Commandments. Om we every week.
victims. But can you do us B
say "hypocrite?"
The editors have favor? Read the rest of the
Contrary to popular pondered time and time again paper for a change. And be
belief, we do not sit around to discontinue the questions, careful- you'll never know
and keep a journal of what but when the subject arises, who's writing and submitting
people wear, say, or do. We students get angry and up- questions.
don't have cameras shooting set. The questions are not
secret footage of your daily compiled to harm anyone
The Editorial Board
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Purple
& Gold Poll
How do vou feel about
Bush wtnrut'lg a seconcrterm?
"I feel Bush doesn't deal with the
views and problems in America
and just makes international ones
worse."

Joseph Holland
Senior, Management

"It was a mess and unfair."

Layna Pri.nce
Junior, Psychology

In brief
Former BET anchor Ed Gordon joins ''60 Minutes Wednesday"
NEW YORK (AP) Former

BET anchorman Ed Gordon has joined CBS' ''6o
Minutes Wednesday'' as a
contributor and debuts this
week with a profile of Jamie
Foxx, who's hot following his
starring roles in ''Ray" and
''Collateral."
Foxx talks about being adopted by his grandpar-

ST. -LOUIS (AP) Murphy
Lee, a Grammy-winning
rapper taking an online college criminology class with
prospects of attending law
school, has been arrested
on misdemeanor charges
that he was driving under
the influence and possessing
Lee,

"I feel there will be more problems
during his second term."

Alicia Washington
Junior, Education
By Andrea Starr

s,,,,,,,
"When 't he enemy comes in like a flood
fear not, for the Lord is perfecting that
which concerns you."

Otis Claybonte ll

Tohri
Harper, was driving home

born

to the St Louis area from
southeast Missouri about 1
p.m. Oct 31 when he reportedly was stopped on northbound Interstate 55 south
of St. Louis for having an
expired license plate on his
Mercedes.
Genevieve C.ounty
sheriff's deputies allegedly
smelled marijuana in th

vehicle, and the 22-year-old

Lee was arrested on charges that he had less than 35
grams of marijuana and was
driving under the influence
of drugs.
Lee's attorney, Scott
Rosenblum of St. Louis, declined to discuss the charges
Monday, saying only that Lee
expects to plead not guilt)'

during a court appearan
nertmonth.

Dr. Bobbie G. Washington
Hometown:
Shreve~rt:1 1A
Spouses/Children:
Widow. Four children: Kevin, Ka\an, Candice and
C\adius lll
Occupation~
AsslSt.ant Prot:essot" ot: Muca ion
F :vo'"it. Acb-

ng \
tt
Favorit Actor:

Denzel] Washington or Morgan Freeman

Woman may take case against Bryant to his home turf
DENVER (AP) The Kobe
Bryant saga may be ending
in Colorado.
After 17 months
of bitter court fights, lurid
headlines and hounding by
people threatening her with
injury and death, the 20year-old woman accusing the
NBA star ofrape might dump
her civil lawsuit here and sue
him in his home state of California.
A decision is expected by the end of the month.
An attorney for Bryant, Pamela Mackey, did not return
a call seeking comment.
Meanwhile, Bryant's

Sophomore

~~•

What's your motto to live by? Email your "Handwriting on the Wall" to panther@pvamu.edu.

en ts in Texas, and the pain he nice to be invited."
felt at being largely ignored
Gordon, 44, anby his biological parents.
chored a nightly BET newsWith the exception cast before that network
of CNN's Christiane Aman- cut back on news. He's best
pour, the ''6o Minutes" known for his interviews,
broadcasts rarely take stories including newsmaking talks
from outsiders.
with O.J. Simpson, Janet
' 'Very few journal- Jackson, Trent Lott and R
ists get invited to this party," Kelly.
Gordon said. ' 'So it's very

Rapper Lee a~cused of driving under influence, drug possession

marijuana.

Students respond to absence of 20 questions
Please keep the 20 Ques- I think you guys should defithe paper but I know there are
tions going. I live in Omaha, nitely keep 20 questions. I'm
some students who just read
Nebraska, and this is the a freshman and I think it's one
it for that and then on their
only time I get a good laugh. of the features of the Panther
way closing the newspaper .
People need to stop complain- that got me to read it again.
they see an article that catches
ing and get a grip.
That's the first section I turn their eye. That's what keeps
to so I was kinda disappointed them coming back. I don't
LaQuinta Ryals
when I didn't see it in today's know if my opinion will help,
BSEE Fallo2
paper.
but hopefully it does.
Omaha Public Power District
JoshuaDent
Sham.ta Shepherd
Nebraska City Station
Production Operations EnHey, what's up Pangineer
thers? I recently read the note I think we should keep 20
in the .Jatest news letter and questions. Somebody is probI think that we should keep ably always going to com20 Questions should remain twenty questions. I believe
plain about something, but
a part of the school newspa- that if you take that away it
so what? 20 questions is like
per.
will make a lot of people stop tradition, the students love
reading it That is what really reading them and look forJelencia Marion
attracts most students to the ward to them.
newspaper. I, myself, actually
enjoy the articles throughout Godfrey Boston
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attorneys filed a notice Mon- weeks before jury selection
day in the civil case arguing began in the now-dismissed
outside sources, including criminal case, the woman
the media, may have caused sued Bryant in federal court
or contributed to the wom- in Denver, seeking unspecian's alleged emoti<?nal inju- fied damages for pain and
ries.
suffering she said she sufThe filing cites nu- fered since her encounter
merous media organizations with Bryant last year.
that published information
Under the rules of
about the case, people who civil proredure, the case
threatened the woman and would be tried under Colothe Colorado Judicial De- rado law, which makes it
partment, which mistakenly difficult for a plaintiff to win
released the woman's name more than $733,000 in damand details about her per- ages.
sonal life during the criminal
case.
In August, three

Wednesday, Nov.
Partly Cloudy
High:82°
Low: 63°

10

Thursday, Nov. 11
Scattered Thunderstorms
High: ii'
Low:49°

Friday, Nov. 12
·Cloudy
High: 63°
Low: 45°
Saturday, Nov. 13
Mostly Cloudy
High: 62°
Low:48

Favorite Music:
Variety (gospel, jazz, classical, R&B, soul,
country and western)
Favorite color:

Green

Favorite food:
Rib-eye steak and broccoli
One thing you can't live without?
Family

You are most happy when:
With family, friends and, teaching.
Who do you admire or look up to?
My oldest sister, Anni Wilson
Advice for Freshmen:
Love and respect themselves and others
Advice for Seniors:
Be patient, plan and utilize your time wisely because time is a valuable resource which we cannot
make up, save up or catch up on.
How would you like to be remembered?
I would like to be remembered as someone who
helped and inspired others to achieve.
StDlday, Nov. 14
Showers
High: 68°
Low: 55°
Monday, Nov. 15
Scattered T-Storms
High: 70°
Low: f/:>0

Tuesday, Nov.16
~...-:... Isolated T-Storms
High: 71°
Low:54°
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Honda from page 3
Competition at Prairie View A&M University
begins with the campus tournament scheduled for Nov.
15-18 in the lobby of L.O.
Evans Hall. All students who
compete are eligible for selection as a member of the
varsity squad.
Our varsity squad will
advance to the national championship tournament, March
31-April 4, 2005, in Or.lil.ndo,
Florida. The nationals are the
academic competition version
of "March Madness." It features 320 HBCU students, all
gathered atone location competing for their 64- HBCUs.
The four-day Honda
Campus All Star Challenge
ationals involves much more
than just the quiz games. Students are treated to a once-ina-lifetime experience including gala banquets with speakers and performers, and most
UD.\)OY\a.n\ly, \he o-p\)Ortunit)'
to meet, connect with, a.nd

THE PANTHER

of the votes.
In other precinct
races, Democratic candidate
Milton Whiting defeated his
Republican opponent, Simeon L Queen, in the race for
Waller County Commissioner
of Precinct 3. Republican
Ellen C. Shelburne defeatedDemocratic candidate Jamie
Anzaldua for County Tax Assessor -Collector. And in the
race for Constable of Precinct
3, Republican candidate Duke
Shariff-Bey defeated Democratic candidate John Allen
Rogers.

"make friends for life" among
the other participants.
Teams and individua.ls at the campus tournament
will compete for prizes and a
chance to represent Prairie
View A&M University at the
nationals in Orlando. All
participants will receive a
complimentary T-shirt and
certificate for their participation.
To sign up for Prairie View A&M University's
Honda CampusAll-StarChallenge competition, go to 204
Re-election from page 1
Evans Hall or contact Herbert
nior nursing major. " More
Thomas at (936) 857-2055.
people should have gotten
active. God will handle it."
Parham from page 1
With Prairie View
not considered resi- being a historically black
dents of the county.
university, some would think
The race for County that Bush is an unpopular figSheriff was a virtual landslide ure on this campus. But while .
victory for Republican Randy Bush might be disliked by
Smith, who topped his op- some, he is embraced by oth\)Onent Kenneth Enlow by ers. Justin Daniels, a sophocapturing about 90 percent more mechanical engineering

major said, "All things work
together for the good to them
that love the Lord and are
called according to his purpose. Itis my belief that Bush
will gain the country's favor
back, decrease the deficit and
restore our world respect."
An alumnus who has
come back for a post baccalaureate degree, and wishes to
remain anonymous, took the
opposite view of Daniels' optimistic attitude on President
Bush. He said, "I think we are
headed into further recession
and more war. Oueless voters
contributed to the re-election
of President Bush. The president successfully played the
religion card and got re-elected solely off of his beliefs."

Hassles from page 1
be up to the individual to
find out about political candidates and make informed
decisions because some of
the people who run are the
worst candidates, and those

candidates do not want Prairie View to grow and expand. Because of this, the
students who voted straight
ticket unknowingly re-elected those same people back
in office for another term."
Prairie View junior
Byron Jennings felt it was all
right having the elections at
the community center since
transportation was provided,
but it could have been better
if they were held on campus, in a location such as the
Memorial Student Center.
There was a consensus among the students that
some improvements were
needed, including better organization on Election Day,
especially to prevent voter
information being lost in the
system. Many students did
not find out about the straight
ticket issue until after they
voted, so many felt having a
seminar on campus would
assist voters in making well
informed decisions next time.
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Arkansas Pine Bluff edges Panthers 24-23
Steven M. Kennedy
Panther Staff

If you like close
football games, Golden
Lion stadium was definitely
the place for you to be last
Saturday, as the game went
down to the wire only for
the Panthers to come up
short (24-23) , in front of
25,300 spectators. A prime
example of a close game
was their most recent one
against the Arkansas Pine
Bluff Golden Lions, who are
in a neck-to-neck race with
the Southern Jaguars in
the Western Division of the
SWAC to get to the conference
championship.
Arkansas Pine Bluff
(6-2, 5-1 SWAC), like Prairie
View A&M have opened a lot
of eyes this football season
highlighted by their win over
Grambling ta (44-22) back

on October 16th • The Golden
Lions started the season on a
roll winning five of their first
six games, with their most
recent Joss coming against the
Jackson State Tigers (35-42)
on October 30th • The Golden
Lions were able to get on the
scoreboard first as a result of

their lengthy 14-play 74-yard
drivewitha 2-yard touchdown
run by James Johnson to put
Pine Bluff up 7-0 with 7:43
to go in the first quarter.
The Panthers responded to
Pine Bluffs first touchdown
with a 75 yard drive ending
with running back Arnell
Fontenot reaching the end
zone on a 10-yard run to tie
the score 7-7 with 2:34 to go
in the first quarter. Fontenot
came through big in this game
finishing with 25 carries for
93 yards and a touchdown.
The second quarter
of the game was just as close
as the first quarter with both
teams scoring a touchdown
each to keep the score tied
at 14-14 going into halftime.
Prairie View took their first
lead of the game with a 15yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Chris Gibson to
wide receiver Alex Porterie.
Th n Pin Bluff r taliat d
with a 66-yard punt r turn
for a touchdown by Myron
Jefferson with only 26 seconds
to go till halftime to set the
score at 14-14. The Panthers
began the 3 rd quarter with
a 76-yard drive resulting in
running back Darrell Walker
scoring a touchdown on an

11-yard run. The score gave 20-17 going into the fourth some more points to their
the Panthers back the lead quarter. In the 4 th quarter lead with place kicker Charles
20-14, after
McCall kicking a 38a failed extra
yard field goal to give
point attempt
Prairie View A&M
with 10:43 to
a bigger cushion
go in the 3 rd •
with the score at23quarter.
17. Unfortunately
Prairie
Arkansas Pine Bluff
View A&M's
was able to have
defense ca.me
the last possession,
alive on Pine
driving the ball
Bluff's next
the length of the
offensive
field resulting in
possession,
quarterback John
as they were
Pierce throwing a
able to limit
16-yard touchdown
the Golden
striketowidereceiver
Lion's drive to
Billy Moody for the
only 4 plays
win with the score of
totaling 3 ?
24-23. This Saturday
yards. The 1
the Panthers will face
Golden f
the (3-6) Jackson
Lions had to
State Tigers who they
settle for a 32hav n't played since
yard field goal Panthers getting ready to face Golden Lions th 2.002. s ason.
by kicker John
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Soccer season ends short in SWAC tournament
By Leona Aaron
Sports Editor

For the second
consecutive year the Prairie
Viewsoa:er team placed in the
top three of the Southwestern
Athletic Conference and once
again, they were heading
to the SWAC tournament,
to determine who will be
crowned the 2004 SWAC
champions. The Lady
Panthers were ranked number
three in the eastern division
and they faced off against the
Jackson State Lady Tigers
who were ranked number
two in the eastern division.
The Lady Panthers
started the attack by scoring
earl in the period with only
7 :37 passing on the clock.
Catherine Burley scored the
goal off a rebound corner
kick and made 1-0 in favor
ot: the Panthers. The Lady
Ti1,ers q_uic"-.\y adjusted and
answered w\th a centering
pass from Lauren Taylor
to Aisha Horne to even the
score at 1-1. Horne later
scored an unassisted goal
at the 28:20 marks giving
the Lady Tigers the 2-1 lead
over the Lady Panthers.
After intermission Nori
White of the Lady Panthers
evened the score at 2-2 off
a penalty kick. White then
assisted to Krystal Dillon
to take a 3-2 lead over the
Lady Tigers. The Lady Tigers
followed with an unassisted
free kick from deep middle

byTaylortotiethescoreback
upat3-3. Whatwasbecoming
more like a volleyball match
quickly ended with an

a percent.age of 747. Miller is
a junior from Jones Creek,
Texas. TeammatesBurleyand
Ashley Molock made second

for the Panthers for three
consecutive years as a
forward. Burley is a senior
from Houston, Texas. Burley

A Panther goes one on one defensively against a Tiger.
assisted corner kick from team honors in the SWAC. _leads the team with 15 goals
Viola Howard to Britney
Burley has started made which placed her
Berry at the 81:02 marks to
give the Lady Tigers the lead
4-3. The game ended the
season for the Lady Panthers.
The Lady Panthers
posted an overall season
recordof8-4-1. They also had a
conference record 3-1, a home
record of 5-1, an away record
3-2, a neutral 0-1, and an
overtime record 0-0-1. Three
oftheLadyPanthersmadeAU
SWAC soccer team honors.
Amy Miller made
first team in SWAC at the
goalie position. Miller ranked
first by having 56 saves with

second in SWAC, averaging
2.9 points per game.
Freshman
phenomenon Molock was one
of very few starting freshmen
on the team. Molock is from
Round Rock, Texas. Molock
scored seven goals placing her
tied for third on the team with
most goals made. Molock
was more impressive with
her unselfishness to pass
the ball for goals. Molock
had 21 assists, which ranked
her third in the SWAC.
Other teammates
who helped contribute to the
team success but were not
featured are Omotomiloa
Ojeshina , Brittney Joseph,
Lindsey Slay, Rebecca
Andrews, Sabrina Ball, Nancy
Rodriquez, Kaleena Marshall,
Brianna Adams, Nori White,
Marquita Campbell, Miktosha
James , Krystal Dillon,
Brittany Collins , Monique
lDng, and Malak Albat.arseh.

Rashad Morgan
l. Minnesota Vikings
2. Detriot Lions
. Houston Texans
4. Orlando Magic
S. Pordand Trailblazcra
. Philadelphia Sixera

l . 0 - Bay Pacbra
2. Detriot Liou
3. Indianapolis Colla
4. Dallas Maverick&
S. Portland Trailblazers
6. Philadelphia Six.en

LeooaAaron
1. Groen Bay Packen
2. Delriot Lion,
3. l ■dianapolia Cotta
4. Orlando Magic
S. New Jeraey Neta
6. Pbiladelpbia Sixen

Dustin Daniels
1. Green Bay Packers
2. Jacbonville Jagnars
3. Indianapolis Colta
4 . Dallas Maverick&
S. New Jersey Neta
6. New York Knicb

Lori Mason
I. Green Bay Pacbra
2. Delriot LioH
3. I■diaaapolil Cotta
4. Dallaa Mavorieb
S. Now Jeney Neu
6. ~ladelphia Sixola

Panthers win volleyball .
game with team work
By Lori Mason
Panther Staff

On Saturday, Nov

6, the Lady Panthers hosted
Southern University in a makeup game that was supposed to
take place on homecoming day.
The Lady Panthers
(5-3) SWAC (10-24) overall
and the Southern University
Lady Jaguars (1-6) SWAC
and (5-17) overall battled
it out at the William "Billy"
Nicks Athletic Complex with

Prairie View coming out
with three games to none.
In the first match,
the Lady Panthers defeated
Southern University by 18
points withafinalscoreof30 to
12. TheLadyPanthers took the
oourt fully focused to take the
win. They dominatedheavilyon
both the defensive and offensive
ends. The ladies worked
vigorously and took advantage
of every Southern mistake.

ee Volleyball page 9

In the first, the Lady
Panthers attack percentage was
outstanding. The ladies had
14 kills, only one error and 33
total attack.5 with a final attack
i:x,:cenmge of -391-- On the other
hand, the Lady Jaguars suffered
tremendou;lyontheddmsiveend
with an attack percmtageof-JJ&j.
Inwime twoof the series,
the udy Panthers \\Orl<ed twiceas

bard to shutSouthan Uni\ffliity l\\\J with 19 kills, six aro:rs, and 43
down30 to 17. Althoughtheudy total attack.5 and had a final attack
Jaguars tried to come oockfrom percmtageof.302, \Wile the Lady
a 1 to wime deficit, Prairie View's Jaguars of Southern University
Lady Panthers still hekl strong to made se\eJl eITOrs, had only four
mke the lead two wimes to none. kills and 29 total attacks and a
ShanmnHarric;onand -.103 attack percentage.
Tamika Neuman'W3"ejustt\\Uof
In the last and final
theplaym,whomadel:igplaysin wimeoftheday, the Lady Jaguars
the Lady Pantha-s' much nea:led tried to misc the Lady Panthel'S'
win. The Panthel'S ended game l\\\J ffUDeleadwithhard\\Orkand

strong teamworl<. Unfortunately,
their dforls ~ ' t enough and
they were defeated in a close
~ with a final srore of 30 ID
24 The udy Panth<TS and the
Lady Jaguars ~yed a veiy close
~ Bothteamsmdoo theseries
with three team blocks and both
teams had six errors in game
three. The Lady Panthers had 13
kilfiand39totalatmcbandended

the wime with a -333 team atmck
perrentage. The udy Jaguars of
Southern Univa'si.ty had 10 ~
'ZJ total attack.5 and a .148 total
attack percentage in ~ three.
This was the second
time the team met this season
and the udy Panthers have 'OOll
the series two games to none.
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IN THE SPIRIT

By Harry Bailey
Panther Smff

"Money, power,
respect is the key to life ...
money, power, respect is what
you need in life." These are the
words echoed from the hearts
of men and women around
the world and lyrically spoken
by one artist. Some may say
that without money, power,
or respect, one has little or
no opportunity of survival.
Money reigns supreme
because it brings
about power and
demands a certain
degree of respect.
Inlightofthis we
will examine the
ffect of money
in our lives.
To start
off, money is not
bad. We need
money to sustain
us in eve't-yda:y
\ifo. \.t is used

purchase
necessities such
as food , water,
clothing and
to

shelter. Money
in itself is not
detestable to God.
However , what
makes our world
so corrupt is the
love of money.
It is the root
and source of all
kinds of evil. The
love for money
has become such
a stronghold
on society. In the process
of gaining more money,
people idolize it through
the things they have.
Mainstream
television has produced
shows such as MTV Cribs
and BET's ..How I'm living"
which highlights materialism.
They create a standard of
living that most people
can't live up to, but will do
anything to get there. It is
common to see music videos
with artists iced out with top
of the line jewelry rapping
about the stuff they own.
God is no longer

.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••

All for the love of m.oney

Church Directory

serves God. No one can
serve both God and riches
at the same time. Either he
will hate the one and love
the other, or else he will be
loyal to the one and despise
the other. Our love must not
be divided between the two,
but fully geared towards God.
Seeking the will of God will
result in heavenly treasures.
What we gain here on earth
materialistically will not be
with us for eternity. All of the
cars, houses,jewelry, clothes,
and money we
have will one
day be gone.
A
mannameJob
experienced a
time when he
lost everything
he owned. In
fact, he was the
richest man in
the east and
had a want for

:
•
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•

nothing. He

:

wasamanwho
fearedGodand
shunned evil.
His character
was blameless
and upright.
One day all
that he owned
was takenfrom
him including
his
ten
children, yet
his response
to God was
abnormal. He
understood
thathebrought
www unage, goog)e com
nothing
into
this
world
and could
necessarily mean that you
certainly
take
nothing
should not save or invest your
out.
Job's
loyalty
was to
money. Neither does it meah
God
and
not
to
his
money.
that you should not have nice
Overall, money can
things. It simply implies that
your material possessions work as a double- edged
should not be the focus of sword. God desires for us
defining who you are. God to have money, but not to
does not want our hearts to love it more than Him. He
be set upon materialistic bas warned us not to trust
things but instead on in the uncertainty of riches
heavenly values. So the but in the living God, who
question is: How do we store gives us richly all things to
our treasures up in heaven? enjoy. Therefore I leave you
A lifestyle fille d with this: "Seek first His
with heavenly treasures is kingdom, and all these things
a lifestyle that glorifies and will be given unto you."

•
:
•

worshiped because of who
He is and His provision, but
rather His creation is the focus
ofworship. Weplacesomuch
value on the possessions we
own, thus forgetting about
the One who gave them to us.
The Biblical
perspective of money is clear.
We are instructed not to store
up our treasures on earth but
in heaven. For wherever we
store our treasures, our heart
will be there also. Storing up
treasures on earth does not
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Stepping out for the winter
looking fresh, Wal-Mart style
By Raquel Clark
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BAPTIST
St. Peter's Baptist Church
8o5 i8th St.
c979) 8::!6-9092
Rev. Fred Thomas III
Brookhollow Baptist
Church (Houston)
7500 Eldridge Pkwy
(281) 498-0318
Rev. Ralph Douglas West
Mount Corinth Baptist
Church (Hempstead)
806 7th St.
(979) 826-2544
Rev. Lloyd Crosby
Mt. Zion Missionary Baptisit Church (Hockley)
26630 Badke Road
(936) 931-9414
Wyatt Chapel MBC
Missionary Baptist
Church
(Prairie View) 37283
Wyatt Chapel Rd.
(936) 857-3230

Rev. Dr. Samuel Smith,
Pastor
METHODIST
Macedonia United Methodist (Waller)
Macedonia School Rd.
(936) 931-3469
Rev. EvelynJ. Cox
New Hope United Methodist Church (Waller)
Field Store Community
(979) 372-5325
Rev. Evelyn J. Cox
United Methodist Church
(Waller)
(936) 372-3907
Rev. Phyllis Carey
CHURCHOFGODIN
CHRIST
Bailey ChapJ>t:ll Church
of God in Christ (Walter)
3004 Sledge
(936) 372_
2945
Rev.AllenAbney
Prairie View ChurcJ:i
of God In Christ (Prairie View)Brooks Rd.
(936)
_
857 5060

L/H A/E editor

Prince of Peace Church of
God in Christ (Waller)
17300 Canby Rd.
(936) 372-5952
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ (Waller)
31918 Waller- Tomball
Rd.
(936) 372-5738

Are you asha.m d
to shop at Wal-Mar~?

For

•

Church of Christ @ Prairie View
Bledsoe & Randall St
(936) 857-5922
CATHOLIC
St. Anne's Catholic
Church (Tomball)
1111 S. Cherry St.
(281) 351-8106

•

St. Mary's Catholic
Church (Brenham)
701 Church St.
(979) 836-8o98 & (979)
836-6662

Catholic Newman Association
On Campus Mass
Every Tuesday in JPAFC
at 5p.m.
LUTIIERAN
St. John's Lutheran
Church (Waller)
Corner Penick & Fitz Lee
(936) 372-2903
Rev. Jeffery Marsh

•

Trinity Lutheran Church
(Hempstead) 1906 8th St.
(979) 826-3865
EPISCOPAL
St. Francis of Assisi
(Prairie View)
300 Dooley
(936)857-3272
Rev. Everett Fredholm
NONDENOMINATIONAL
Strait Way Ministries Inc.
(Hempstead)
946 Ninth Street
(979) 826-4155
Rev. Elder Ronnie &
Juanita Jackson

··············~········~·········
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Prairie View? Perhaps
what to wear shouldn't be
the biggest concern ofstudents. Echo, Baby Phat,
and Roca Wear might be

on"11AIAI • lii&Tofehoiee.

st rug- . . . . .
8ffo~evgling to
.
er, if one
make it Al.WAYS IDN PBJCE.S.IJ(• steps out
eatingRa:
~ in a W~men noodles to sumve
Mart:untt,
Wal-Mart just might b~ they should be congratuthe answer
lated. You're looking at
to a broke
~-P
a student more
student's
concerned with
prayer
saving money
for winter
than keeping up
fashion .
with the Joneses.
S 0
Evnext
time
you're
eryone
strolling through
wasn't
Wal-Mart
to pick
blessed to
up those well
grow up
needed
school
in a home
supplies
or growhereareceries,
swing
centsupply
AvailableatWalmutfor
S1472
by
the
juniors
ofJordan's
was the norm. Some of or misses department.
There you will find cute
us here at Prairie View
sweaters and jeans for
have known from a small
an affordable price. Also
age what it's
Wal-Mart has
like to have a
a good supply
wardrobe abof shoes. They
sent of a dehave boots
signer store
and most of
price tag.
the latest fash"Growing up
ions in shoes.
mymomhad
" I
four other
love shopping at
kids besides
Wal-mart," says
myself. It
senior Dawniwas tough for
elle Colquitt. "
us to make
I can get everyit, she was
thing I need all
Stniggliog to Available at Wal-Mart for only $14 84 at once. Go Walraise us on a single in- Mart! Low prices everycome," said Nicole Dukes
a senior biology major. " day." Wal-Mart also carWal-Mart allowed us to ries cute scarf and glove
be as fashionable as oth- sets for the winter. They
ers without having to pay are available in different
departmentstoreprices." colors for all the many
"I don't look at varieties of sweaters you
anyone who shops at
Wal-Mart as a reject," might possess. Theresaid freshman Amy Scott fore, don't be ashamed.
after being questioned Shop at Wal-Mart. for
aboutherWal-Martpolo. your winter wardrobe
" Right now I'm trying to and save lots of money.
make it through school,
not win a fMhion show."
If Amy makes a
mitWal-Mart.com for
good point, why aren't
e latest in winter fashother students thinking ons and accessories.
the same way here at

umo, . . .
What is it?
Sleep
Where do you get it?
In your bed
How much does it cost?
Free if you can get it.

Pbo\>

""'""'"I <,I gocg'lo com

The Department Of Students Acti~•ties & Leadership
presents

PIDPSL
11i.e Impact of a (J)ysjunctiona{ Cu{ture
By

Devone Holt • Author
Come and Express your opinions on what Hip Hop
Was, what Hip Hop has Become, and what Hip Hop
is to Be.

Tuasday,November18,2004
Memorial Stucl8nt Center Auditorium

m
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Heart failure drug for blacks expected to become first pill sold
By Marilynn Marchione
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS (AP)

_ A two-drug combination
pill dramatically reduced
deaths among blacks with
heart failure, a landmark
finding that is expected to
lead to government approval
of the first medication marketed for a specific race.
Black cardiologists
hailed this form of racial
pro.filing after years in which
minorities got short shrift
in medical studies. Others
complained that the drug also
might help whites and should
have been tested on them, but
wasn't for business reasons.
''At times you can't
win," said Dr. Augustus Grant,
past president of the Associationof Black Cardiologists,
which supported the study.
' ' Here we have a wonderiu\ tria\ that shows a c\ear
resu\t and the \SSUe is raised,
'Why was this trial only done
on African Americans?"'
The nationwide
study is the largest ever
done solely on blacks .with
heart failure. The findings
were reported Monday at an
American Heart Association
meeting in New Orleans and
will be published Thursday
in the New England Journal of Medicine. The drug's
maker plans to seek Food
and Drug Administration approval by the end of the year.
Heart failure affects
5 million Americans, but
blacks are 2 1/2 times more
likely to develop it. It happens when the heart is too
weak to pump effectively,
causing fluid to back up in the
lungs and leaving people weak
and short of breath. Half die
within five years of diagnosis.
Earlier research suggested that standard heart failure drugs called.ACE inhibitors
do not work as well in blacks,
and that blacks may have
lower amounts of nitric oxide
in their blood, which plays
many roles in heart health.
Two chemicals; isosorbide dinitrate and hydralazine; boost tlm substance, but

!

~ How

•

.

unportant
i is exercise for a
' ' P h y s iadministering the right dose sus 24.4 percent of the rest the study.
BiDil had su~tantial ologically, it's a sort of con- healthy heart?
is complicated when they

i

are prescribed separately.
A Massachusetts biotechnology company, NitroMed,
developed a combination
pill, BiDil, that gets around
this problem, but the FDA
refused to license it as a new
drug because earlier studies
involving mostly white palien ts who got the chemicals
separately showed no benefit
But there were
tantalizing signs that BiDil helped the few blacks

in the studies, and NitroMed won a patent to use
it just in that minority group.
The company then
launched a study of 1,050
blacks. Half of them got standard heart failure drugs and
a plarebo; the other half got
standard drugs plus BiDil. The
study was stopped ahead of
schedulelastyearwhendoctors
saw BiDil clearly was better.
After roughly two
years' use, only 6.2 percent of
the patients who took BiDil
had died versus 10.2 percent
who got only standard heart
failure drugs. That translates
to a 43 percent reduction in
deaths, said Dr. Anne Taylor
of the University of Minnesota, one of the study's leaders.
Only 16.4 percent on
BiDil required hospitalization for heart failure, ver-

side effects _ 47.5 percent
on it had headaches, compared with 19.2 of the others. Dizziness occurred in
29.3 percent on the drug and
12.3 percent on fake pills.
But the favorable
overall result ' 'virtually ensures FDAapproval,"because
the agency previomly told the
company that a successful
study in blacks would merit
it, Dr. M. Gregg Bloche, a
Georgetown University lawyer
and

Johns Hopkins University
physician, said in a commentary in the medical journal.
That is '' cause for
celebration" for blacks, but
the company now will have
no financial incentive to do
a larger trial in whites because its ' black-only" patent allows it to sell it that
way and keep generic versions from coming on the
market until 2020, he said.
Others worried that
the drug might not be the best
choice for every black but that
theywillautomatically be prescribed '' the black pill" solely
on the basis of skin color.
Being black is not
a black-and-white distinction , said Dr. Timothy
Gardner of the University
of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, who had no role in

tinuous variable," including
people of mixed races, he said.
Dr. Shamir Mehta, a heart expert from McMaster University in Ontario who has done much research on ethnic differences,
said the genetic differences
among ethnic groups are so
small that the drug should
probably help whites, too.
The early studies in
the 198os that found no benefit from the two chemicals
in whites were done before
modern heart failure drugs
were available, and that could
warrant a new study involving all races, experts noted.
' ' We don't knowhow
the broad population treated
with appropriate background
therapy would respond to
this compound ," said Dr.
Clyde W. Yancy, a heart specialist at UT Southwestern
Medical Center in Dallas who
participated in the study.
The FDAcould choose
to approve the drug generally for heart failure with a
statement saying it had been
tested only on blacks, he said.
NitroMed's vice president for marketing, B.J. Jones,
said the company would submit all results to the FDA
and let the agency decide.
Meanwhile , experts say it is a watershed
event in efforts to develop race-based medicine.
''In 2001 it was almost a fringe concept" that
was highly controversial,
Yancy said. ''The idea was
that all this would do would
be further polarize medicine and have practitioners
make decisions based on race:
What does this person look
like? There has been a relaxing of the animosity about
doing this kind of study. "
Dr. Raymond Gibbons, a Mayo Clinic cardiologist who had no role
in the research, said: ''To
these investigators' credit,
they didn't give up on the
idea," and pursued testing
the drug for blacks. ''It's an
admirable attempt to focus
therapy on the group they
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Talib Kweli hits the hip-hop scene with something fresh

!i

By Roderick Pullum

i

Exercise is the one of the
best - and most enjoyable - ways oflowering
§your chances of develop- ;
j ing heart disease. Regular
~ exercise helps your heart t~
become stronger, so it can
pump more blood around ~
your body with less effort.
i Indeed, if you exercise on
! a regular basis, the chance
of your developing heart
~ disease is about half that of}
people who do not exercise
at all. Exercise can also helJI
i reduce high cholesterol an~
i high blood pressure (both ~
of which can lead to heart
disease), help you to sleep
! better and help provide a ~
feeling of well-being.
j

i
i
i

i

!
i
I

I

I
!

I

!

I
I

I
I
i

i

i

~

j People of all ages can ben- i
I efit from physical activity. !

ITry to exercise at least thre4
ii to four times a week for

~

1
.
~a b out 30 mmutes
eachd ay.;
If you have a busy schedulel
you can break up those 30
~minutes into three 10-min-~
ute sessions - it is the total
time that you exercise per
day that counts. You can
~ choose from a wide range i
~ of activities, including bris~
walking, cycling, dancing ;
i and swimming. We know
i~ that even m oderate, dil
a y '~"
11

!
!

!
i

!

i
i
!

I

I

I
! activity, such as gardening, I

Imowing the lawn or taking I
~ the stairs

instead of the lift,~

! can help your heart. If you i
Ihave not exercised recentlyj
~ be sure to check with your ~
Idoctor before starting any i
~pro

~

I!
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Panther Staff

Brooklyn M.C.
Talib Kweli Green often
speaks on the feeling of
vexation he's consumed
with when labeled a "political" rapper. This is
easy to understand because titles such as this
are confining to artists
because it places boundaries on what the public
expects from you. So in
acknowledgement of his
dilemma, it must be said,
first and foremost that
Kweli's current status as
one of Hip-Hop's most
talented and underrated
poets can be accredited
to his lyrical prowess, not
his subject matter alone.
It would be an
outright fallacy to deny
the role Kweli's social
consciousness and spirituality has played in him
receiving the immense
levels of critical acclaim
that he does. While the
majority ofTalib's career
has been spent on the underground musicscene, a
great deal has changed in
the last couple of years.
The success of his
first solo album "Quality" which featured the
hit song "Get By," along
with overt endorsements
from mainstream HipH op stars like Jay-Z
(check second verse of
"Moment of Clarity"
on the Black Album),
have laid the foundation
for Kweli to display his
skills on a grander stage.
Kweli's latest album
"The Beautiful Struggle" serves as another
stepping stone to the

ascension of his career.
The first song on
Beautiful Struggle, "Going Hard," is an energetic guitar laced track
anchored by a looping
military drum-roll. Talib displays dense and
meaningful lyrics, speaking on subjects that range
from parents
who live above
their means for
the sake of keeping up with the
Joneses, to wannabe "gangsters"
who don't respect the value
of human life.
On "Broken Glass,"Kweli
collaborates
with the Neptunes to create
one of the albums
most compelling tracks. Talib
delivers a dark
and vivid narrative about a young lady
named Lucy who abandons small town life to
pursue her dreams of
stardom in New York.
IBtimately she ends up
experiencing the horrors
of prostitution and drug
addiction. The genius
of this song is that the
grave imagery within
the lyrics is cloaked by
a beat that could easily garner club rotation.
Placing all compliments aside for a
moment~.. The Beautiful Struggle, like most
albums, is not without
its flaws. While musical
collaborations between
Kanye West and Talib
Kweli have been fruitful more often than not,

the two failed miserably in their attempt to
capitalize on their creative chemistry with the
lead single "I Try" which
features Mary J. Blige.
Kweli's lyrics are
potent b~t in all honesty
the record is ruined by
Kanye's weak produc-

tion. The stale beat is all
too familiar sounding
and a little too much
like a slight variation
of West's hit song with
Dilated Peoples "I Can't
Live My Life."You would
expect more from these
two in the studio when
they combine their skills.
The rock inspired
song "We Got The Beat"
featuring Res is a calamitous attempt at genre
bending. Production on
this song is comprised of
alternative rock and elements from Afrika Bambatta 's classic "Planet
Rock." A strong concept
for this track was evident
but the execution doesn't
deliver the desired effect.
However, Kweli

finishes this project with riffs. Throughout the
much vigor on the last two verses on the song,
three songs, "Black Girl Talib spews emotional
Pain", "Never Been In linestouchingoneveryLove", and the album's thing from the aforetitle track "Beautiful mentionedlabel hegets
Struggle". Producers Midi as a "political rapper,""
Mafia provide the stellar to the hypocrisy that
soundtrackfor"BlackGirl exist amongst black
Pain" which is a deeply leaders, politicians,
inspiring ode to and church officials.
African-AmeriTalib Kweli procan women. Tai- vides a valuable tool
ib pens emotion- within this CD. The
al lines hailing lyrics to each song
black women in are printed within the
general but focus booklet, and it should
more on the love be utilized to fully aphe has for his preciate the music.
children and the Kweli is one of those
women in his life. few artists who -puts
Just Blaze thought into hi craft
lends a hel-p- e ecy time he -p\ac
i ing hand for the pentopaper. H doesn't
soulful " ever just rhyme words for
Been In Love," the sake of rhyming,
a song about a there's relevance and
man's first expe- meaning within each
riences in a true of his verses. Kweli's
relationship . albums may not atBlaze returns to the sped- tain the commercial
up vocal sample formula success of most of his
to provide the backdrop peers but if substance,
for a euphoric love song awareness, and lyriconducive to Chi-Town cal ability had a direct
stepping, family reunion correlation to sales his
picnics, or just spending music would achieve
Q.T. with your partner. platinum status with
"Beautiful Strug- ease. "The Beautiful
gle" is an intensely intro- Struggle" is an album
spectivesongthatcontains that will further soexcerpts of speeches from lidify Talib's position
black activists, African as one of Hip-Hop's
drums and brilliant guitar most popular Griots.

.V. Student Housin
Now Leasing
3 Bedroom Homes
Furnished/Unfurnished
Washin11/Dryer included
Cable Available
24687 Richards R.d.
PEAK.REALTY
Startin11 at $375

9'79-921-9530
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The Charles Gilpin players take home the gold
Press Release

The Charles
Gilpin Players of the Theatre Arts Program at Prairie View were winners of
awards in four categories
at the Texas III, Kennedy Center/ American
College Theatre Festival
held on the campus of
North Harris College,
N ove mber
2-6, 2004.

T h e G il pin 's entry
was BEEL .T H E R HATCHEE
a nd th e
ca tegorie s
a n d stu d e nt winn ers wer e
as follows:
'THE IREN E
RYAN oursrANDlNG
A.CTlNG A.WARD- three

gion VI, Kennedy Center/ awards for rendering outAmerican College Theatre standing services during
Festival in March 2005 at the set up and strike of all
the University of Arkansas. college productions.. .KenEXCELLENCE IN drick Brown, David Cid,
ENSEMBLE ACTING- the Bryan Ealey, Atseko Facentire cast of the power- tor, Christopher Fernanful play BEE-LUTHER- dez, Chris Lee, Omar LewHATCHEE... Roenia Thomp- is, and Alfredo Morales.
The Gilpin Playson, Tierashia Manuel-Adair,
James Adair, Jessica Simp- ers' performance of BEEson, David Cid, Karina Bal- LUTHER-HATCHEE rederas, Corlis Henderson, ceived a sustained standing ovation
fromm~m bers of an
audi e nce
made up of
R e gio na 1
Committee
M e m bers ,
directors ,
a nd co m peting casts.
Seve ral
compe ting
dir ec tors
and Christopher Fernandez. in d escribing the play
FIRST PLACE FOR used the words, "a very
SITT LOAD IN- llrairieView's
Gilpin Players led by David

Gilpins won this prestigious award; the high- Cid and Christopher Ferest award can receive in nandez were rewarded for
acting... Roenia Thomp- having the best set load in
son, Tierashia Manuel- time of all the colleges parAdair, and Christopher ticipating in the Festival.
EXCELLENCE I N
Fe rnandez . Winning
HONOR
CREW- Eight memthis coveted honor autobers
of
the Gilpins' Honmatically qualifies them
or
Crew
were given special
to compete at the Re-

intelligent production,"

The Gilpin Players celebrated 75 years
of theatre excelle nce
in three phas es this
year. BEE- LUTHERHATCHEE has added yet
another reason to make
this y ear memorable.

oppORTUNmES
•

Come Join the Prairie Vlew A&M University
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps (NROTC} Unit

HIQU: Sd--f'+:ahlp . . . . . . . . . . .
Do you have a Desire to Serve•
Ale you looking for more than the average Job'
Ale you interested In scholarship opportunities
and a guaranteed Job after graduation,

Can you meet the Physical Requlrernents9

WftgfW.fllX
Tuition, fees, $300/sem fer boob
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
------r------T------T------T------,~-----~-----11
Every Sunday :
Every M onday in ■
Every Tue sday :
Every Wednes d ay : ■
_
':ft=
■
12 th:
■ Every Saturday:
Eye often reflects upon ...
By Freddy Lyons Jr.
Eye often reflects upon events in this life, ~e past, and also
what could be in the future hfe.
Eye often reflects upon what would it signify for iconologies
and other falsehoods to be removed with the swords of the
spirit.

Church @JPAFC
10:45 a.m.
Every Sunday:
Poetzy N ight@
Paesanos 7 p.m .
Eve ry Sunday:
"Change Clothes"
@Club Hush 5 p .m.

•

Eye often reflects upon walking in the Valley of kings near
upper Ancient Kem et.
Eye often reflects upon what if ONE walked out guarded by
the shield of faith.
Eye often reflects upon if it was not for my faith w ould Eye
still be on the so called planet E arth.
Eye often reflects upon what would it mean if brothas and
sistas gave a 2 1 Gun salute in the direction of the caucasusmountains.
Eye reflects upon what could be different if Eye ruled the
world, is it possible to Free all m y Suns.
Eye often reflects upon why do Eye think these thoughts.
I am a reflection of why do Eye reflects upon
Eye often reflects upon ...
ONE Sun Sent by Eye

N o vembe r:
■
Gamma Phi Delta
Sociology Club
: Phi Beta ~igma ~ood : Phi Beta Sigma Food
Phi MuAlpha
■
Bible Study@
@Woolfol.k5p.m. ■ andClothingDnve@ ■ andClothingDrive@
Sinfonia MusicJam
J PAFC7p.m.-9p.m.
■ UVII8a.m- 5p.m. ■ UVII8am- 5p.m.
Session@ Hobart
1oth:
•
•
7 p .m.
16th:
Phi Beta Sigma Food : Resi~ence Life and :
Alpha Phi Alpha
H ip Hop Lecture Se- and Clothing Drive@ ■ Housmg Off Campus ■ Seminar@ E.B. Evans
15th:
ries @ MSC 5 p.m .
UVII 8 a.m- 5 p .m. : Housing Presentation :
6 p.m .
SIFE Changing the
■
@ MSC 11 am.
■
World Talent ShowNAACP Black &
KKI STD Seminar ■
■
case@ MSC 7 p.m.
White Affair @ MSC : "Not my Goodies" •
United States Air ■
@NSCI6: 4sp.m. :
ForceWoodwinds :
6p. m
■
■ Band@Hobart 2 p.m. ■
J PAFC passing out ■
•
Bibles @MSC
:
Sigma Alpha Iota ■ Iota Phi Theta Poetic ■
■
1oa.m .
:
Student
Activities
:
"Speak Your Mind ■
Night@ Library
■ "Pwple Streaks Jack- ■
part. 2" @ Hobart 7 •
7 p.m .
■ pot" Casino Night@ ■
p.m.
■
MSC 3p.m.
■
■ Phi Mu Alpha Sinfo- ■
■
Kappa Kappa Psi ■ nia Poetry Night @ •
■
■ Delta Sigma ThetaMr. ■
Surviving College ■■
Hobart 7p.m .
■
■
Seminar @ Band ■
■ 10 Pageant@ MSC ■
■
■
■
7p.m.
■
Hall 7- 15 p.m.

•
••
■

■

••
•••
•••

•
•••

■

••
••
•

■

••
•
•

■
■

•

■

■
■

■

■

•

■

Go here

..

Military Pentathlon
@6a.m.

■

•
:

2 oth:
CAB PVFamily Reunion@MSC2p.m.

■
■

■

■

■

■

•

:

••

•

••
••

■

■

•
••
••
•
••
•

•

■
■
■

■ Neo Soul Saturdays
:
@CLARKS (3 14
■
Main ) 9p.m.
•
:
13th:
■ Phi Beta Sigma Food
• and Clothing Drive@
: lJVll 8 a.m- 5 p.m.

■
■

■

■

•

•

■
■

■

••

•

<fl!ffih]lv
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www. fordveh i cles. com / col legeg rad
1. Did ya'll really think we were going to stop 20 questions .
. Which girl bad the library smelling like com chips whe
he took off her shoes? 3. Who was trying to sell food stam
the Phases? 4. Is Dr. Fernandez going to teach Spanish? 5.
s affirmative action apply when pledging the di vine nine.
. How long ha-; Dr. Purvis Carter been here? 7. Is he on
f the unknown eight? 8. Who is dating her friend's man o
e down low? 9. Who was the freshman caught with a bas
· et and a baby in her room? 10. Why does everybody dr
e same? 11. Where is the individuality? 12. Who thi
·s/her vote didn't count? 13. Why did Bush win again? 14.
s that mean we all need to move to Canada? 15. Who i
lanning on going to grad school until he's out of office? 16.
houldn't it be a sin to drop 2 lines? 17. Which freshm
·rls are known as " go livers?" 18. Are they messing wit
ottweileIS? 19. How many people who c ~ fall 200
e still going to be here forprobate?20. What do you think.

1

to g et th ere - ------- ---,

~----------------

,

~

!

---.1✓

H ere's t h e d eal: one price, no haggling, cash
In y our pocket for more i mportan t things!

This "student d iscou nt" offers substa ntial savings
on new Ford Motor Company vehicles based on set
p rices e stablished by Ford's Em ployee Purchase Plan.

...

There's no catch - it's a u niq ue offer, e xclusive to
select schools like yours. Save e ve n m ore when

you apply the current national incentives available
on the vehicle yo u select.
The best part? You get w h at you e xpect. The style
and features you want. N o:-hassle dealer experience.
A payment t hat's easy on you r wallet and lifestyle.

Monthly stipend between $250-$400 mth.
contact our recruiter at (936) 857-2310/2311 or navy_rotc@pvamu.edu
ome visit the Naval ROTC Building on campus to see If the Navy or the Marine
Corps Is right for you.

This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted
are not the view of The Panther. Want to tell u., what you
think? Please bring your comments and questions to Rm.
219 MSC or e-mail u.,atpanther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at the discretion of 1he Panther

It's how you ·

_get there!

j

P o i n t. C I i.c k. S ave.

..

THE PANTHER
OR SPRING BREAK

s Al I-Star Chai lenge
ournament!

Prairie Vie

to Ian up,
rb Thom . @ 205S
di I E t. #2610

or
your
Car Insurance Needs.

Tile c••m•c

s ........

USO GrolflJ Fundraiser Schedulinr Bonus
4 hours of your group 's time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earning for
our group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with Campus Fundraiser.

MARK ADKINS

T•taJ Move ID $.1.5N

a.:.

BaJJd Yoar ~ • m Home
• ¾ - I Acre Lets
e 13 Floer Plans

Agent

281-373-1961

eNoMlJDT■x

o - t for Facaalty and Sta
Call New

17400 Spring Cypress, Ste 120

936-931-92.0G

by Hollywood Video

Contact (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Home Office. Bloomln on Illinois

UBLI TIO
IVERSITY VIL.~ ~

Nikki Green ia a Phue II Rendent from Centerville, Tezaa.

She i.a a junior Psychology Major.

When comp■rina thll year to last year, have you noticed ■ny hnprovements the Unhrenlty
VIDaae has made?
77ais year it .rttlllS lih we an havilw" bigger t,,d belier progranu awl the CA.~ an auisting the
~ ntorr.

Armaru3c GutietTH i•

&

110pharnore Biology major from We.ller T ""'""•

Ahr Hei111 ,......, lpr■ ■l■rhtl •• (& ■f th■ ll ■llth in Oct■l,■r, tlitl y■11 ti■
•..,eltitt■ ■p■ tiel I• i11rr-■- p11r 1i..11cH ■f winain1?
I came to the rea/izatron that greet things happen w1lh a more pos1t,ve attitude espec ial~ m me Customer Serv,ce environment For that reason, escfl day I chose to
monitor my c,,,,;n altitude and as a result everything seemed lo fall in place.
Th■r ■ i■ 11■ li111it t■ th ■ •111■11111 ■f 11■•i-ti■11■ fer CA ■f th■ Miuwth, .. will y■11
. . . . . . . . . . .,.. • ....... fe ■hi11■?
Absolutely, bvt not fy sscriflcmg customer serv,ce for the residents Hc,,,,;ever, I w1I
help BnY way I can end teed tflrougfl motivation, and by exsmple.

,.,-1-w..y., .....,

Certa,n tfl,ngs cBnnot be changed, end Ille best way
by having a positive attitude Comedy never flurlsl

•

-n

••If.st

Phase I pg# 1-800-90~191
Phase II pg# 1-800-909-8192
Phase Ill pg# 1-800-909-8193

Emergency
University Police

ph# -4823/2320
La ■■ ing:

to get out of e std<y s,fuahon ,s

Important Notes

•

Haw you noticed ■ny UV chanae• that you c■n probably do without?
lniJJally, ii war the SJ}ffd bwtpr, but beq lhal they
adjumd, I'm otay wilh 11m.
Do you know how to contact one or the vmaae Starraner Spm?
No, not nally. I rno.Jt/y call my CA. when,n,er there is a problem.
• The Unlvenlty Vlllaae has stalfmemben workfna around the clock to
you In c■ se or
■n eJDffllency. Ir you need to contact the on-call CA alter houn, the p■1er numb en are:

The Univenit¥ V illage hu ,ome los t and fownd items at the B u , in eH
Office. If you have lo,t your ID or lteyo pleue check ■tPhue I C lubhouse.
Some of the n on-re, id.enlial ID card.. arul pw~• we h&ve are for:
J&meelah M uhrn!!4, Chri11:0pher Lawson, Ouu-le, %eel.er, arul
Lawnmee Hendenon.

•

We a"e now leasing for the spnng 2005. AppNcabons are available at the Phase
I Business Office between the hours of ~5pm Mon -Fnday All rooms are leased
on e first come first serve beSls

•

All students not returning m the spnng ere asked to report to the Phase I Business Office by November 15 to fill out the necessary papermr1<

Accounting

•

•
•

•

The deadine for paying remanding balance of the tall semester is November 15
2004 Please make arrangements to avoid posS1ble holds on your PVAMU ac- ·
count

Cumint Ae•ld•nt•. the first installment for the spnng 1s due Dec . 1. 2004. To
a\/Otd posSlble lal'8 fees please meke initial payments by the first of the December
No personal checks are accepted for past due payments
The daad6ne for- paying the first two elecbic blls are November 20. 2004 .

